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DIGITALEUROPE position RRA Public Notices  
No. 2014-91 and 2014-92 

Brussels, 30 October 2015 

 

 

We respectfully submit the following comments about the content implementation schedule of the new 
standards mandated by these Public Notices on “Test Methods for Electromagnetic Interference and Test 
Methods for Electromagnetic Susceptibility for Broadcasting Communications Equipment”. 

Under Article 4 of the test methods noted above, as of January 1, 2016, multimedia equipment (MME) must 
undergo testing to KN32 (Electromagnetic compatibility of multimedia equipment - Emission requirements) and 
to KN35 (Electromagnetic Compatibility of Multimedia equipment - Immunity Requirements).  We believe that 
making those standards mandatory, as the sole way to prove conformity, is premature and not in-line with the 
rest of the world.  Moreover, we are concerned that, due to a lack of accredited designated laboratories for 
conducting tests against those standards, the issuing of product approvals under these new requirements will be 
generate significantly delayed, during which time Korean consumers will not have access to the full range of 
impacted technologies.  

Therefore, we respectfully make the following suggestions: 

1. Delay mandatory implementation of KN32 until March 2017. 

Moving from separate product standards for Audio-Video equipment and for Information Technology equipment 
to a single multimedia standard requires some adaptation time, for manufacturers as well as for test laboratories; 
IEC/CISPR recognized this and decided, during a plenary session of subcommittee I, not to withdraw CISPR 13 and 
CISPR 22 until 5 years after the publication of CISPR 32.  

In the EU, the standard EN 55032 (which like KN 32 is based on CISPR 32) was approved in March 2012 and 
published in May 2012, but the citation in the Official Journal provides a transition period, until March 2017, 
during which EN 55032, but also the older standards, EN 55013 and EN 55022, are deemed to provide equivalent 
presumption of conformity. 

DIGITALEUROPE recommends that RRA takes a similar approach and, until March 2017, allows manufacturers to 
test either against KN 32 or against the superseded standards KN22 and KN13. 

Additionally, a second edition of CISPR 32 has been published in 2015, and for manufacturers moving from the 
previous standards to the new multimedia standards, it will be more convenient to move directly to CISPR 32 
Edition 2.  The proposed delay in mandatory implementation of KN 32 would give the Korean standards body as 
well as Korean regulatory authorities the time to align KN 32 with this second edition of CISPR 32. 

2. Align KN35 on the latest version of CISPR 35 

To the best of our knowledge, KN 35 is currently based on an unpublished version of CISPR 35 which did not reach 
international consensus, and contains several deviations from the current IEC/CISPR committee draft version of 
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CISPR 35, which will be voted on in early 2016 and potentially published in first half of 2016.  In Europe, a version 
of EN 55035 based on that preliminary version of CISPR 35 was approved, but CENELEC decided not to publish it 
in order to avoid confusing the market.  

We recommend that RRA takes a similar step and does not publish a version of KN35 based on an unpublished 
version of CISPR 35.   

3. Align mandatory implementation date of KN35 on international practices. 

As with previous IEC EMC standards it is likely that IEC/CISPR will maintain CISPR 20 and CISPR 24 for a certain 
time (3 or 5 years) after publication of CISPR 35.  In the EU, EN 55020 and EN 55024 will continue to provide a 
presumption of conformity for a minimum of 3 years after publication of EN 55035. 

We recommend that RRA does not make the implementation of KN 35 mandatory before a minimum of three 
years, after a new version, based on the published version of CISPR 35 is available; of course, this should not 
prevent the use of KN 35 as soon as it is published. 

4. Announce the procedure to add KN32 and KN35 to lab accreditation as soon as possible. 

In order to avoid delays when KN 32 and KN 35 become mandatory, we kindly request RRA to clarify the lab 
accreditation process.  Without accreditation, labs operating under an MRA will not be able to perform the 
testing. 

We thank you for the opportunity to offer comments on this issue of importance to the ICT industry.  
DIGITALEUROPE is committed to working together with RRA to ensure it meets its regulatory objectives while 
minimizing restrictions on trade. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-- 
For more information please contact:  
Klaus-Dieter Axt, DIGITALEUROPE’s Policy Director 
+32 2 609 53 22 or klaus-dieter.axt@digitaleurope.org  
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ABOUT DIGITALEUROPE  
DIGITALEUROPE represents the digital technology industry in Europe. Our members include some of the world's largest IT, 
telecoms and consumer electronics companies and national associations from every part of Europe. DIGITALEUROPE wants 
European businesses and citizens to benefit fully from digital technologies and for Europe to grow, attract and sustain the 
world's best digital technology companies. 
 
DIGITALEUROPE ensures industry participation in the development and implementation of EU policies. DIGITALEUROPE’s 
members include 59 corporate members and 35 national trade associations from across Europe. Our website provides 
further information on our recent news and activities: http://www.digitaleurope.org  

 

DIGITALEUROPE MEMBERSHIP 

Corporate Members  

Alcatel-Lucent, AMD, Apple, BlackBerry, Bose, Brother, CA Technologies, Canon, Cassidian, Cisco, Dell, Epson, Ericsson, 
Fujitsu, Google, Hitachi, Hewlett Packard, Huawei, IBM, Ingram Micro, Intel, iQor, JVC Kenwood Group, Konica Minolta, 
Kyocera, Lenovo, Lexmark, LG Electronics, Loewe, Microsoft, Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Motorola Mobility, Motorola 
Solutions, NEC, Nokia, Nvidia Ltd., Océ, Oki, Oracle, Panasonic Europe, Philips, Pioneer, Qualcomm, Ricoh Europe PLC, 
Samsung, SAP, SAS, Schneider Electric IT Corporation, Sharp Electronics, Siemens, Sony, Swatch Group, Technicolor, Texas 
Instruments, Toshiba, TP Vision, Western Digital, Xerox, ZTE Corporation. 

National Trade Associations  

Belarus: INFOPARK 
Belgium: AGORIA 
Bulgaria: BAIT 
Cyprus: CITEA 
Denmark: DI ITEK, IT-BRANCHEN 
Estonia: ITL 
Finland: FFTI 
France: AFDEL, AFNUM, Force 
Numérique  
Germany: BITKOM, ZVEI 

Greece: SEPE 
Hungary: IVSZ 
Ireland: ICT IRELAND 
Italy: ANITEC 
Lithuania: INFOBALT 
Netherlands: Nederland ICT, FIAR  
Poland: KIGEIT, PIIT 
Portugal: AGEFE 
Romania: ANIS, APDETIC 
Slovakia: ITAS 

Slovenia: GZS 
Spain: AMETIC 
Sweden: Foreningen Teknikföretagen 
i Sverige, IT&Telekomföretagen 
Switzerland: SWICO 
Turkey: Digital Turkey Platform, ECID 
Ukraine: IT UKRAINE 
United Kingdom: techUK 
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